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Nobody is paying 
attention 
to the elephant in the 
room
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The vaccines are 
killing more people 
than they are saving

Killed:  150K1 
Saved:   10K2
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1Estimating the number of vaccine deaths computes over 150K excess deaths due to the COVID vaccines 8 different ways.
2Pfizer’s 6 month phase 3 trials result clearly shows 1 life saved for every 22,000 vaccinations. Since we’ve partially 
vaccinated almost 220M Americans, that’s at most 10,000 lives saved as of Oct 10, 2021. But that’s assuming the vaccines 
are as effective against Delta as they are against Alpha. So it’s probably much less than 10,000 lives saved.

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2110345?ct=t(EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_5_27_2021_21_11_COPY_01)
https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=USA
https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=USA


Nobody has been able 
to attack the data or our 
methodology

Nobody wants to debate 
this “on camera”1
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1Challenge to the Scientific Community – It's Time for Honest and Open Debate on Vaccine Safety 

https://trialsitenews.com/challenge-to-the-scientific-community-its-time-for-honest-and-open-debate-on-vaccine-safety/
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Even worse…
COVID vaccines 
kill more people 
than they save
for all age groups over 
a 6 month efficacy 
period

Source: COVID cost-benefit by age computation

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/VCage.pdf
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Killed>Saved for all ages
The table shows the Killed by vaccine:Saved from 
COVID death in 6 months numbers. Units for both 
columns are per million doses.

You can read this article which details how all 
these numbers were calculated.

For kids, we kill over 6 kids to save 1 kid from a 
COVID death. Mandating vaccination for anyone, 
especially school-age children, is proof of a 
corrupt society.

Bottom line: It is nonsensical to vaccinate any age 
group. 

Age Killed Saved K:S

20-30 67 11 6.1:1

30-40 121 31 3.9:1

40-50 210 76 2.8:1

50-60 436 185 2.4:1

60-70 1031 450 2.3:1

70-80 2140 1133 1.9:1

80+ 6276 3458 1.8:1

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/VCage.pdf


3 stopping conditions have 
already been met

1. # killed > # saved
2. >150K killed 
3. >300K permanently 

disabled 

Sources: 
1. COVID cost-benefit by age computation
2. Estimating the number of vaccine deaths
3. OpenVAERS says 8,088 permanently disabled. 

Multiply by under-reporting factor (URF) of 41 to get 
the true number of cases
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https://www.skirsch.com/covid/VCage.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://openvaers.com/covid-data
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf


VISION TEST
Can you spot the unsafe vaccine?
(nobody at the FDA or CDC can, including the advisory committees)
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And it’s all for nothing...

In Israel, the vaccines are 
making no difference in 
protecting people from 
being infected; the core 
use case.

Claimed benefit: 95%

Actual benefit: ~0%
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https://twitter.com/search?q=RWMaloneMD%20more%20on%20israel&src=typed_query&f=top


In fact, it appears vaccination is making 
things worse...
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https://theexpose.uk/2021/10/05/uk-has-fallen-81-percent-covid-deaths-vaccinated-teen-deaths-63-percent-higher/


So they changed the story… 

“the vaccines help prevent you from dying if you 
get infected”
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But that’s not true either if you are <50. 
Vaccines make you slightly more likely to die if you get infected

Computation: Death rate of unvaxed < Death rate of vaxed since 132/248803 < 48/85407  (.053% < .056%)
Source: SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern and variants under investigation (UK government official report) 
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1018547/Technical_Briefing_23_21_09_16.pdf


Pfizer Phase 3: 
6 month study result
Shows it killed more people than it 
saved

Group Placebo Vaccine

Pre-unblind 14 15

Post-unblind 0 5

Total 14 20
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Note: Vaccine killed more people (7) 
than it saved from COVID (1)! Note 
7-1=6 which is the net difference.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.28.21261159v1
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2110345


Didn’t anyone do the math?
Pfizer’s own study showed that you had to vaccinate 
22,000 people to save 1 COVID life.

Even with the a ridiculously conservative  VAERS 
underreporting factor (URF) of 3, and 220M 
vaccinated and 7,437 deaths in VAERS and 86% of 
those being causal, that means for every 22,000 
people you vaccinate, you kill 1.9 people

So even under our very very conservative 
assumptions, the vaccines are nonsensical: you are 
killing 2 people to save 1 person.
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/352837543_Analysis_of_COVID-19_vaccine_death_reports_from_the_Vaccine_Adverse_Events_Reporting_System_VAERS_Database_Interim_Results_and_Analysis
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/352837543_Analysis_of_COVID-19_vaccine_death_reports_from_the_Vaccine_Adverse_Events_Reporting_System_VAERS_Database_Interim_Results_and_Analysis


9 INCONVENIENT TRUTHS (1-5)
1. We estimated >150K excess deaths 8 different ways to make it bulletproof
2. Nobody has found an error in our analyses to date (Sep 28, 2021) that 

invalidates all 8 ways and shows that the correct number is lower than what 
we claimed. Experts like Professor Jeffrey Morris admit they are clueless 
about # of deaths.

3. Our numbers have been validated in the peer reviewed medical literature 
(such as the Kostoff and Rose papers)

4. The CDC is lying to people that there are no deaths from the vaccines
5. Nobody can show us a more accurate way to estimate the excess death 

count* 

* Most all throw up their hands and say “I don’t know.” But if they don’t know the correct number, 
how can they claim our analysis is wrong? Answer: They can’t. They are being hypocritical.
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http://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.io/vaccine-resources/
https://rumble.com/vn1ekp-professor-jeffrey-morris-admits-kirsch-could-be-right-on-150k-deaths-from-v.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221475002100161X
https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-9fe2d3ad957f.filesusr.com/ugd/adf864_0490c898f7514df4b6fbc5935da07322.pdf


9 INCONVENIENT TRUTHS (6-9)
6. Nobody from the CDC, FDA, or their respective outside committees (ACIP, 

VRBPAC) will agree to a public discussion on the matter despite 
overwhelming public demand for this. They won’t even disclose the URF.

7. Masks don’t work. The CDC says masks don’t work for smoke which is 25X 
bigger than the virus (50 to 120 nm in size). Cloth masks filter 5% (Fig 3A).

8. Recovered immunity >> vaccine immunity. Makes no sense to vaccinate 
recovered patient. Why prohibit a naturally immune person from campus?

9. Early treatment protocols are the safer, more effective, smarter alternative to 
vaccination. They offer up to a 99.76% risk reduction without safety issues.
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https://www.cdc.gov/disasters/covid-19/wildfire_smoke_covid-19.html
https://www.ucsf.edu/news/2020/08/418276/what-know-about-wildfire-smoke-and-covid-19
https://www.ucsf.edu/news/2020/08/418276/what-know-about-wildfire-smoke-and-covid-19
https://www.news-medical.net/health/The-Size-of-SARS-CoV-2-Compared-to-Other-Things.aspx
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.0c03252
https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/the-chloroquine-wars-part-xx
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Over 200K Americans killed 
by the vaccines so far
The detailed calculations showed background deaths 
were negligible. Therefore, a good estimate of the 
number killed is multiplying the actual number in 
VAERS (6,756 for US-only) by the under-reporting 
factor (URF) of 41 which is derived here. 

6,756*41 = 276,996 excess deaths 

So if the vaccine didn’t cause those excess deaths, 
then what did? All of the causes of death are consistent 
with the symptoms that are elevated by the vaccines.

The FDA, CDC, and the drug companies all say there 
have been no deaths from the vaccine and the only 
side effect is myopericarditis Someone is lying to you.

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/VCage.pdf
https://openvaers.com/covid-data
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf


How we know for sure that 
the CDC is lying
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Dr. Peter Schirmacher 
1. Chief pathologist at the University of Heidelberg
2. One of top 100 pathologists in the world
3. Member German National Academy of Sciences
4. h-index: 100 (38,730 citations)
5. Did autopsy on 40 people who died within 2 weeks 

of vaccine→ “30% to 40% died from the 
vaccine”

→ “Nobody has died from the vaccine” is 
a lie.

Reference: Chief pathologist insists on more autopsies of vaccinated people
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https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wissen/wissenschaft-heidelberg-chef-pathologe-pocht-auf-mehr-obduktionen-von-geimpften-dpa.urn-newsml-dpa-com-20090101-210801-99-647273
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wissen/wissenschaft-heidelberg-chef-pathologe-pocht-auf-mehr-obduktionen-von-geimpften-dpa.urn-newsml-dpa-com-20090101-210801-99-647273
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Schirmacher validated
“The fine tissue analyses were performed by 
pathologists Prof. Dr. Arne Burkhardt and Prof. Dr. 
Walter Lang. The findings confirm Prof. Dr. Peter 
Schirmacher's finding that among more than 40 
corpses he autopsied who had died within two weeks of 
COVID19 vaccination, approximately one-third of those 
deaths were caused by the vaccination.”

In this study, 70% of deaths probable to very likely 
caused by vaccine.

Someone is lying to you and it isn’t the Germans.

See
https://twitter.com/DrJohnB2/status/1440083692857135111 

Original source
https://www.pathologie-konferenz.de/ 
https://odysee.com/@de:d/Pressekonferenz--Tod-durch-Impfung-Und
eklarierte-Bestandteile-der-COVID-19-Impfstoffe:b 

https://twitter.com/DrJohnB2/status/1440083692857135111
https://www.pathologie-konferenz.de/
https://odysee.com/@de:d/Pressekonferenz--Tod-durch-Impfung-Undeklarierte-Bestandteile-der-COVID-19-Impfstoffe:b
https://odysee.com/@de:d/Pressekonferenz--Tod-durch-Impfung-Undeklarierte-Bestandteile-der-COVID-19-Impfstoffe:b


Norway also confirmed 
vaccine may cause deaths
1. 100 reported deaths in nursing home patients 

examined (87.7 avg age)
2. Using medical records alone:

a. 10 cases: probable
b. 26 cases: possible
c. 59 cases: unlikely
d. 5 cases: unclassifiable

3. The 36% possible number aligns with the 30% to 
40% estimated by Schirmacher 

The big question is: How are Germany and Norway both able to determine 
causality in sample sizes of 100 or less, but the CDC can’t determine 
causality in a single case of over 14,000 deaths it investigated?!? 21

https://tidsskriftet.no/2021/05/originalartikkel/dodsfall-i-sykehjem-etter-covid-19-vaksine
https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data


Peer-reviewed scientific 
literature
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Source: Why are we vaccinating children against COVID-19?, Kostoff

“In plain English, people in the 65+ 
demographic are five times as likely to 
die from the inoculation as from 
COVID-19 under the most favorable 
assumptions!”

(it’s even worse if you are younger) 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221475002100161X
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Source: Critical Appraisal of VAERS Pharmacovigilance: Is the 
U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) a 
Functioning Pharmacovigilance System?, Jessica Rose

Thus, the ratio of ESAE to OSAE is 31 to 1, 
suggesting a URF of 31 
(NSAE_Pfizer_trial/NSAE_Pfizer_VAERS = ~1.4M/43,948). 

Using this URF for all VAERS-classified SAEs, 
estimates to date are as follows: 205,809 dead, 
818,462 hospitalizations, 1,830,891 ER visits, 
230,113 life-threatening events, 212,691 disabled 
and 7,998 birth defects to date [38]. 

Since the URF for MAEs is very likely larger than 
for SAEs, it is satisfactory to assume that 31 is a 
humble estimate URF for all AEs (refer to 
Supplementary Table 2). ”

https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-9fe2d3ad957f.filesusr.com/ugd/adf864_0490c898f7514df4b6fbc5935da07322.pdf
https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-9fe2d3ad957f.filesusr.com/ugd/adf864_0490c898f7514df4b6fbc5935da07322.pdf
https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-9fe2d3ad957f.filesusr.com/ugd/adf864_0490c898f7514df4b6fbc5935da07322.pdf
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Source: US COVID-19 Vaccines Proven to Cause More 
Harm than Good… by J. Bart Classen, MD

“Results prove that none of the vaccines 
provide a health benefit and all pivotal trials 
show a statically significant increase in “all 
cause severe morbidity" in the vaccinated 
group compared to the placebo group. 

Based on this data it is all but a certainty 
that mass COVID-19 immunization is 
hurting the health of the population in 
general. 

Scientific principles dictate that the mass 
immunization with COVID-19 vaccines 
must be halted immediately ...”

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Morbidity.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Morbidity.pdf


More validation
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Fact checkers delight in saying 
VAERS can’t be used for 
pharmacovigilance
The scientific  literature says otherwise. 

Just because the CDC says something about VAERS 
doesn’t mean it is true. That’s a huge mistake that has 
cost hundreds of thousands of lives.

FDA says this is just over-reporting. That’s untrue. They 
provided no evidence of that, just hand waving. All the 
evidence shows they are lying.

We use the five Bradford-Hill criteria to establish 
causality. And we did the death calculations 8 different 
ways using 8 different data sources (including 
government data from 35% of the world’s population) and 
got the same results. So we didn’t rely on VAERS. That 
was just one method.

None of the fact checkers would ever dare to debate me 
in public. They hide in the shadows while people die.

Reference: If Vaccine Adverse Events Tracking Systems Do Not 
Support Causal Inference, then “Pharmacovigilance” Does Not Exist

https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-9fe2d3ad957f.filesusr.com/ugd/adf864_4588b37931024c5d98e35a84acf8069a.pdf
https://vaers.hhs.gov/data.html
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-9fe2d3ad957f.filesusr.com/ugd/adf864_4588b37931024c5d98e35a84acf8069a.pdf
https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-9fe2d3ad957f.filesusr.com/ugd/adf864_4588b37931024c5d98e35a84acf8069a.pdf


Germany found boosters 
were too deadly… even for 
the elderly
This is a brief from a regional association 
of physicians in Germany to their members 
informing them about an incident in a 
nursing home where 90 inhabitants were 
given the third booster shot. Out of this 
resulted 1 death, 2 resuscitations, and 9 
critically ill with cardiopulmonary 
symptoms. 

“Given the fact that neither German 
authorities (PEI) nor European Medicines 
Agency EMA has approved this booster,” 
the association is urging the members to 
seriously reconsider the need for a booster 
as of now.

https://web.archive.org/web/20210907184938/https://www.welt.de/vermischtes/live230889917/Corona-live-Drei-Bewohner-von-Seniorenheim-nach-Drittimpfung-reanimiert.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20210907184938/https://www.welt.de/vermischtes/live230889917/Corona-live-Drei-Bewohner-von-Seniorenheim-nach-Drittimpfung-reanimiert.html


Nursing home: too deadly
4 dead/7 hospitalized after Pfizer Booster
Potential benefit: Save <1 life from COVID 

Death:Life =  4:1

Assumptions:  
1. 3% IFR for elderly and 30% get COVID in a year
2. Booster lasts for 6 months

Sunnycrest nursing home
Whitby, Ontario, Canada
136 beds
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https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210718/Infection-fatality-rate-of-COVID-19-in-community-based-elderly-lower-than-earlier-estimates.aspx
https://twitter.com/stkirsch/status/1432822551084888073


Oahu nursing homes
Hale Nai = 288 and Avalon = 108 residents

They lost over 8% of their residents from the 
vaccine and < 2% from COVID (V:C=4:1).

The whistleblower, Abrien Aguirre, was fired 
for disclosing this. 

Here’s his original interview and my extended 
interview.

Here is a discussion of patients are dying from the 
vaccine and not COVID.

Abrien Aguirre
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/snvoNdcBzaAZ/
https://rumble.com/vmc320-tfnt-2-the-abrien-aguirre-interview.html
https://rumble.com/vmc320-tfnt-2-the-abrien-aguirre-interview.html
https://groups.io/g/UTP10/topic/certified_occupational/84897766?p=
https://groups.io/g/UTP10/topic/certified_occupational/84897766?p=


UK funeral director John 
O’Looney
If you are short on time, start watching at 15:00 for just two minutes. “The 
death rate was extraordinary. I’ve never seen anything like it in 15 years as 
a funeral director and neither has anyone I’ve spoken to. And it began as 
soon as they started putting needles in arms.” Massive number of deaths 
of all ages and all locations started when they rolled out the vaccines. 
They were all covered up as “COVID deaths.”

Death rate skyrocketed by 250% in elderly after vaccines rolled out.

3-5 bodies a week in a single nursing home in a week.

Death rates only went up after vaccinations started.

Note: we were able to confirm this in the US, but nobody wanted their 
name used publicly.
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John O’Looney

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gigUyK3yLtMU/


V:C = 2:1 to 7:1
in Pfizer’s own trial

The trial had just 2 COVID deaths in placebo group and 1 in 
the treatment group. Therefore there was only 1 COVID death 
saved. Overall there were 15 deaths in the treatment group; 14 
in the placebo group. 

Bottom Line: We killed 2 to save 1, leading to a net loss of 1 
life.

Considering both phases, we killed 7 people to save 1 COVID 
life (net difference of 20-14=6), so V:C=7:1.

Note: The numbers in Pfizer’s study are not statistically significant 
because the study was never powered to show a death benefit. So this 
is not conclusive. It is just “interesting.”
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Vaccination is nonsensical

Vaccines, mandates, and boosters are all nonsensical. We 
have > 2:1 V:C ratio, but need at least 1:10 to be viable. 

If we want to end the pandemic and get back to normal, we 
should copy what Uttar Pradesh did. 

They didn’t rely on vaccination at all. 

They used early treatment.

If we don’t want to end the pandemic, we should keep 
mandating vaccination over and over again, just like Israel.
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Vaccinating kids, pregnant women, 
and those who have already had 
COVID is even worse

Our society today is driven by a single goal: 
vaccinate everyone alive, whether they need it or not.
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Clinical trial fraud
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Inconvenient truth: Pfizer isn’t trustworthy… 
1. Pfizer’s own 6 month study showed that you were more likely to die if you got the vaccine (see page 33).
2. The age 12-15 trial was way too small to show effectiveness or safety. With just 1,129 kids, it had one permanent paralysis 

that was never reported to the FDA (Maddie de Garay). Today, nobody has been warned about this and there was no 
investigation by the FDA. Nobody has officially acknowledged it ever happened. They ignore it.

3. Pfizer paid one of the largest criminal fines ever imposed on a drug company for the arthritis drug Bextra.
4. The Pfizer consent form allows for participants who need emergency care and go straight to their doctor or hospital to be 

ejected from the study. 
5. Pfizer Phase 3 participants had 8 to 10X lower health risks (diabetes, cardiac arrest) as we showed here. There were a LOT 

of exclusions that enabled them to recruit such a healthy cohort. 110 people should have died in the placebo group. Only 14 
did.

6. Causes of death were higher in the vaccine group, e.g., 4X higher rate of cardiac arrest.
7. Participants found it extremely hard to report adverse events (there were messages in the Facebook group about this but 

Facebook removed the evidence so nobody would know)
8. Five times (5X)  higher drop off in the treatment arm than in the control arm (see next slide note the 311 vs. 61 in the last 

two rows); that’s statistically impossible. Nobody asked about it.
9. The company is incompetent. They can’t seem to find any safety signals even though obvious in VAERS (The adverse event 

table shows that the vaccines adversely impact every organ in the body). Pfizer still can’t figure out if anyone has died.
10. No autopsies to determine cause of death were done in the treatment group. That’s really odd especially when a top 

pathologist (one of the top 100 pathologists in the world) says at least 30% of deaths within 2 weeks after vaccination were 
caused by the vaccine. Why weren’t autopsies done on the people who died after being vaccinated? Answer: They don’t 
want anyone to know what they died from.

11. They cut the trial short at 6 months. We’ll never know the long-term effects like vaccine-enhanced infectivity and 
replication, 36

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AD0lL3Rm4lDExo4q7McBxeeHOqO8bCWWerlGu7YJubQ/edit#heading=h.29lxfpd5djci
https://projects.propublica.org/graphics/bigpharma
https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2021/08/sloppy-pfizer-booster-clinical-trial-consent-form-provides-way-to-exclude-reactions-that-require-emergency-care.html
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Refuse.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Refuse.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Refuse.pdf


Why didn’t anyone ask any questions about the gaming in the Phase 
3 trial?!? This is very unlikely to happen by chance (p.< 0.00001).
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Why hasn’t the FDA 
investigated the Maddie de 
Garay clinical trial fraud?

1. She was in the Pfizer Phase 3 12-15 year old trial
2. She was 1 of just 1,131 kids in treatment arm
3. She was paralyzed less than 24 hours after her second 

Pfizer shot.
4. Pfizer reported her case as “abdominal pain” rather than 

“permanent paralysis” so they would get approved.
5. Today, she has no feeling below her waist, she can’t hold 

her head up on her own, she has to eat through a 
feeding tube.

6. It isn’t clear she will improve over time.
7. Physicians don’t know how to treat her.
8. She was never ejected from the trial.
9. FDA Commissioner Janet Woodcock promised an 

investigation, but the parents have never been contacted 
by the FDA or CDC as promised.

10. She has received $0 in compensation. ZERO. 
11. Maddie has been banned from social media platforms 

for violating their guidelines so she can’t share her story. 38

https://www.pfizer.com/news/press-release/press-release-detail/pfizer-biontech-announce-positive-topline-results-pivotal


What the vaccines do to our 
bodies is unprecedented
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Adverse event table
This is a partial list of adverse events. Here 
is a more complete list. 

Nearly every event was elevated.

Jessica Rose found over 10,000 event 
types.

No vaccine in history has this range of 
adverse events. It is unprecedented.

Note that the elevation of risk is often temporary, e.g., for cardiac arrest. 
This table only compares the number of events reported this year vs. 
previous years. 

Example: Cardiac arrest was reported 71X more often than normal, but 
that risk is only elevated for an unknown amount of time.

For example, troponin levels only stay elevated (up to levels >10X that of 
heart attack levels) for a few months. D-dimer, troponin, and spike protein 
can be elevated for months after vaccination. This is not normal.

Dr. Peter McCullough would be delighted to talk to the press about actual 
patients, but the press isn’t interested in reporting on this. 

Symptom X factor

Pulmonary embolism 473

Stroke 326

Deep vein thrombosis 264.3

Thrombosis 250.5

Fibrin D dimer increased 220.8

Appendicitis 145.5

Tinnitus 97.3

Cardiac arrest 71

Death 58.1

Parkinson’s disease 55 

Slow speech 54.3

Aphasia (inability to talk) 52.3

Full list: Estimating the number of COVID vaccine deaths in America
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http://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4MViwU3XOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4MViwU3XOo
http://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf


Cardiac arrest example

71X elevated vs. baseline
(avg over 5 years for all vaccines; 57/4*5=71)

Note: The 71X elevation is in a period shortly after vaccination 
and not the entire year!
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“I’ve been talking to Cardiologists across the country. And 
what they have been saying is that they’ve been seeing much 
more inflammatory-thrombotic events such as heart attacks, 
pulmonary embolisms, and DVTs.”

Dr. Vinay Julapalli, MD
Interventional Cardiologist 
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20X increase in 
cancers

https://twitter.com/FatEmperor/status/1438911989322076160?s=20
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… because your 
immune system 
gets depressed



Note: 
Two dose calc:   1000000/((5.2+71.5)*41)=317  (note 41 is the URF)

Reference: John Su, Safety update for COVID-19 vaccines: VAERS

1 in 317 boys (16-17) 
will get myocarditis from 
the vaccine

(in order to save ~1 in a 
million kids from dying 
from COVID) 
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https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2021-08-30/03-COVID-Su-508.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01897-w
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01897-w


Reference: Myocarditis after Covid-19 mRNA Vaccination

CDC says vaccine-induced heart damage 
is “mild.” The troponin numbers show they 
are lying.
(super-high post-vax levels can be sustained for months; this 
is unprecedented)

614X normal in 45 year old 
woman
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https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc2109975


47

Prion diseases 
elevated



How can D-dimer be elevated for months 
after vaccination?!?
1. D-dimer is lagging indicator of blood clots. 
2. Hoffe: >60% have elevated D-dimer 
3. Other doctors have confirmed these results
4. The elevation (e.g. levels @1500) can persist for 3 months. 
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/ChQwQBggc8TL/?fbclid=IwAR3lVPcfqvu-XbGUJz4znJwMrOFxjwTZ04OEQwwjd6X6meOiFK3dKOr3t0k


Sadly, none of this matters
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In all other cases, we halt the trial at 
the first sign of something amiss in 
just one patient
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But for COVID vaccines,
the collateral damage doesn’t matter. 

We don’t care how many people we kill or disable. 
It’s not measured. 

There isn’t even a category for “Vaccine Deaths.”
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People have been trying to 
send you a message
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Top FDA officials are 
objecting

But no coverage of that in the US 
mainstream media for some reason.
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Source: Letter by Krause and Gruber published in the Lancet

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)02046-8/fulltext#%20


Over 200,000 vaccine injury 
stories posted on Facebook 
to protest to mainstream 
media whitewashing vaccine 
safety

See WXYZ-TV’s Facebook post 
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https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/posts/10158207967261135
https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/posts/10158207967261135


The people of Israel have 
been trying to tell their 
government that the 
vaccines are unsafe, but 
the Israeli Ministry of 
Health is removing their 
reports to make the 
vaccine look safe
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Source: How Israeli Ministry of Health, 
deleted thousands of testimonies, Avi 
Barak Media

https://rumble.com/vnloho-how-israeli-ministry-of-health-deleted-thousands-of-testimonies.html
https://rumble.com/vnloho-how-israeli-ministry-of-health-deleted-thousands-of-testimonies.html
https://rumble.com/vnloho-how-israeli-ministry-of-health-deleted-thousands-of-testimonies.html


Top FDA officials are 
objecting

But no coverage of that in the US 
mainstream media for some reason.
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Source: URGENT: A Southwest Airlines pilot explains why you will not hear 
anything about vaccine mandates from his union, Alex Berenson substack

The pilots and air traffic controllers are objecting

https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/urgent-a-southwest-airlines-pilot/comments
https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/urgent-a-southwest-airlines-pilot/comments


Even the police are now 
starting to defect
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https://www.theblaze.com/news/australia-police-officer-krystle-mitchell


Many 
websites are 
dedicated to 
victims who 
are still alive
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https://www.vaxtestimonies.org/
https://1000covidstories.com/


Many injured so badly they can never work again
Their lives are destroyed
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Compensation paid by US government
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0



Our children
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Just the number of kids 
killed by the vaccines are 
more than have died from 
COVID... ever

COVID vaccines have killed 
over 574 kids (12-17) to date

Sources: CDC found 14 deaths from VAERS. 
14*41=574. But 361 deaths from COVID in 17 
and under. See page 57 of Why are so many 
Americans refusing to be vaccinated.
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https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Refuse.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Refuse.pdf


CDC 12-17 year old study
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All of the kids 
died of causes 
that are elevated 
by the vaccines

For a detailed analysis of each death, see page 56-64

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7031e1.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7031e1.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7031e1.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7031e1.htm
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Refuse.pdf


What do you say 
to the parents?
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KIDS IN ONTARIO KILLED BY 
THE VACCINE
“Inexplicably taken away”

https://montrealgazette.com/sports/football/tragedy-for-gee-gees-defensive-lineman-francis-perron-dies-after-game-in-toronto/wcm/d651a2c4-c3d5-4454-ad60-099c36811f53?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1632096217
https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/sports/hockey/2021/10/01/a-brilliant-kid-on-and-off-the-ice-and-in-every-sport-he-played.html?fbclid=IwAR3z1pRhdaMJ9mV2ukxnsMD-eVLcos_ktlf7gljxuN7KexEArTxpnvQ_z1w
https://www.kawartha411.ca/2021/10/01/local-teen-queens-university-student-passed-away-suddenly-after-medical-emergency/
https://www.guelphtoday.com/local-news/family-wants-u-of-g-students-memory-to-live-on-through-kindness-4458530
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The obiturary never 
mentions the 
vaccine so nobody 
will ever know

https://www.rodabramsfuneralhome.com/obituaries/sean-hartman/
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NUMBER OF KIDS IN 
ONTARIO WHO DIED FROM 
COVID IN THE SAME TIME 
PERIOD

0
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Mother is forced to get 
vaccinated → child is severely 
damaged.
The mother had to have a C-section. The hospital 
said, “We won’t do it if you haven’t been vaccinated.” 
The mom had no choice.

Now her baby is likely permanently neurologically 
damaged.

Please watch this video. The same symptoms are 
common in vaccine victims. For a newborn baby to 
have these symptoms is unprecedented.

Click the image to watch the video.

More vaccine injury stories.

https://twitter.com/krisgimages/status/1437464599717195781?s=20
https://rumble.com/vmkcaa-tfnt5-wxyz-tv-facebook-request-backfires-revenge-of-the-vaccine-injured.html
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When will the politicians recognize 
that the vaccines are killing our kids?

https://theexpose.uk/2021/10/10/15-year-old-boy-who-had-the-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-collapses-and-dies-whilst-playing-football-four-days-later/


All of these kids sacrificed 
their lives to send you a 
message
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Are you listening?
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Only a few bright lights
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Iceland
Sweden
Finland
Denmark
Norway

All either suspend or recommend 
against using Moderna for young 
people

https://medicalxpress.com/news/2021-10-iceland-halts-moderna-jabs-heart-inflammation.html
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Ottawa will cover 
burial costs
At least they recognize the vaccines 
are deadly. Nobody else does.

“The department has budgeted $75 
million for all claims “

The population of Ottawa is 1.4M. Assume 50% vaccination rate and 
1% death rate. 7,000 deaths @$10K per claim. They budgeted for a 
death rate 10X higher than we are estimating!

https://torontosun.com/news/national/burial-costs-covered-for-canadians-killed-by-approved-vaccines
https://worldpopulationreview.com/world-cities/ottawa
https://www.lhlic.com/consumer-resources/average-funeral-cost/#:~:text=The%20average%20funeral%20costs%20between,cremation%20is%20%246%2C000%20to%20%247%2C000.


Early treatment 
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Early treatment 
has always been the 
superior approach
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Uttar Pradesh is now 
COVID-free
They used early treatments. 

Vaccination rates there are miniscule (now 11%).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFa2lxD6y_A
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/lucknow/1-1-of-up-is-now-fully-vaccinated/articleshow/86354448.cms


Vaccination is not 
the solution 
Vaccination is making 
things worse, not better.

In Israel, cases reached an 
all-time high after the 
boosters were rolled out.
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Vaccination is not 
the solution 
The same thing is 
happening in Singapore with 
an 80% vaccination rate. 
Just like in Israel, cases are 
at an all-time high (as of Oct 
9, 2021)
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Kerala by contrast...
The Indian state of Kerala has 3% of India's 
population, and 67% of its inhabitants have at 
least one vaccination. One would expect Kerala's 
COVID cases to be so low as to be invisible in a 
chart of India's very low overall cases. Yet this 
state of just 33 million people accounted for 65% 
of all of India's cases on Thursday, and even more 
in recent weeks. It has essentially been the only 
state experiencing a surge in recent months. It 
also happens to be the Indian state that has 
rejected ivermectin.

Source: Horowitz: Heavily vaccinated state 
accounts for 65% of India’s COVID cases after 
rejecting ivermectin 

https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-heavily-vaccinated-state-accounts-for-65-of-indias-covid-cases-after-rejecting-ivermectin
https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-heavily-vaccinated-state-accounts-for-65-of-indias-covid-cases-after-rejecting-ivermectin
https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-heavily-vaccinated-state-accounts-for-65-of-indias-covid-cases-after-rejecting-ivermectin
https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-heavily-vaccinated-state-accounts-for-65-of-indias-covid-cases-after-rejecting-ivermectin


Vaccines aren’t 
the way to solve 
this problem
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Early treatment benefits
No masking
No social distancing
No more lockdowns
No more mandates
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The medical community claims early 
treatments don’t work
Can you see a difference? AVUC used early treatment to get a 
99.76% risk reduction; the rest of Imperial County didn’t. The CDC 
isn’t interested in exploring. 
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https://www.facebook.com/allvalleyurgentcare/
https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/the-chloroquine-wars-part-xx


Which drug would you take if you got 
COVID? 
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Drug A Drug B Drug C

# Patients tested 6,000 385 377

Hospitalization 0.025% 7.3% 14.1%

Death 0% 0% 2.1%



You’d take the one that our government 
says doesn’t work
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Fareed + Tyson Molnupiravir Placebo

# Patients tested 6,000 385 377

Hospitalization 0.025% 7.3% 14.1%

Death 0% 0% 2.1%

Note: The Fareed and Tyson protocol has been available for 18 months 
and the FDA and CDC are not interested in it.



Early treatment benefits
1. Higher relative risk reduction for all variants (over 99%)
2. Simple prophylaxis protocols be used to prevent infection with up to 100% 

success without the use of any drugs whatsoever
3. Greater safety (minor temporary side effects, known safety profile)
4. They lower both all-cause mortality and all-cause morbidity
5. They work equally well on all variants
6. They do not promote escape variants
7. They do not cause vaccine enhanced infectivity/replication 
8. They do not risk original antigenic sin (linked-epitope suppression)
9. They do not cause prion diseases

10. They prevent long-haul COVID syndrome nearly 100% of the time
11. They enable people to acquire recovered immunity which is up to 27X 

stronger and more durable than vaccine-induced immunity 
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https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/the-chloroquine-wars-part-xx
https://punemirror.indiatimes.com/pune/cover-story/deenanath-docs-claim-jalneti-is-helping-them-steer-clear-of-covid-19/articleshow/76737827.cms
https://punemirror.indiatimes.com/pune/cover-story/deenanath-docs-claim-jalneti-is-helping-them-steer-clear-of-covid-19/articleshow/76737827.cms
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.22.457114v1
https://dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/08/31/scientific-study-casts-serious-doubt-on-vaccine-passports-as-it-finds-fully-vaccinated-are-27-times-more-likely-to-develop-covid-19/
https://dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/08/31/scientific-study-casts-serious-doubt-on-vaccine-passports-as-it-finds-fully-vaccinated-are-27-times-more-likely-to-develop-covid-19/


Hospital treatment should be 
modified as well
People are dying of COVID in the 
hospitals because we are treating 
them with drugs and protocols that are 
hurting more than helping such as 
Remdesivir. There are known late 
treatments that we disallow.
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ASK YOURSELF
Have you ever heard of anyone who got 
treated early with a proven early treatment 
protocol ever die from COVID?

Dr. George Fareed has treated over 7,000 
COVID patients. 0 deaths for anyone who got 
treated early.

The one thing all the people in the hospital for 
COVID today have in common is none of them 
were treated early with a proven early 
treatment protocol such as the Fareed-Tyson 
protocol with a 99.76% risk reduction and no 
deaths or disabilities from the treatment or 
COVID. It works equally well for all variants.

Rochelle Walensky will never say that. Not in a 
million years. They won’t call Fareed. Ever.
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https://www.thedesertreview.com/news/dr-george-fareed-and-dr-brian-tyson-share-early-treatment-protocol/article_7728815e-3ca2-11eb-8a08-7b4b0156c181.html
https://www.thedesertreview.com/news/dr-george-fareed-and-dr-brian-tyson-share-early-treatment-protocol/article_7728815e-3ca2-11eb-8a08-7b4b0156c181.html
https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/the-chloroquine-wars-part-xx
https://twitter.com/masimaux/status/1440019684796112897?s=20


Censorship
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THE PUBLIC WANTS A DEBATE ASAP
… but the CDC and FDA refuse 
and both outside committees refuse to defend the CDC claims that the vaccines are safe.
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https://trialsitenews.com/why-are-the-fda-and-cdc-advisory-panel-members-so-afraid-to-debate-covid-vaccine-safety/
https://gab.com/stkirsch/posts/106992522586193500


NO 
RESPONSE
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https://trialsitenews.com/challenge-to-the-scientific-community-its-time-for-honest-and-open-debate-on-vaccine-safety/


NOBODY WILL DEBATE 
US ON THE SCIENCE
No authority figure who is promoting the false 
narrative will debate any of us in public on vaccine 
safety. Rochelle Walensky, Tony Fauci, Eric Topol, Bob 
Wachter, Monica Gandhi, Lena Wen, Chris Cuomo, 
Sanjay Gupta, … you name it. None of these so called 
“vaccine experts” will accept an open fair debate on 
the science. 

They don’t want to be embarrassed for misleading 
people. They all want to silence my team. It’s their 
only option. See diagram at left.

Note: There was a Trinidad official (Minister Hinds) who made the 
mistake of accepting a debate with me on vaccine safety and he 
lost badly...very badly. When things weren’t going his way, I was 
locked out of the Zoom call by the radio station so they could do 
ad hominem attacks on me after I was booted since they couldn’t 
attack the science.
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https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4543396545691327&id=113624598668566
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4543396545691327&id=113624598668566
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One of the comments
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Censorship required
The methods the US government uses to 
suppress the truth includes spreading 
misinformation, intimidation, mandates, 
and censorship.

Our government is deliberately ignoring 
early treatments; they tell everyone that 
early treatment don’t work. They 
demonize the key treatment used by India 
to be COVID-free. Their agenda is to push 
the vaccine, not to cure COVID.

Social media companies will censor, 
demonetize, and/or ban you for telling the 
truth. If you are a doctor, you can have 
your license revoked if you say the 
vaccines are unsafe. This way, the public 
“believes” that the vaccines are safe since 
no doctor is speaking out against it.



Nicki Minaj was 
absolutely right
Read what the science actually says. All of the 
“experts” used hand waving arguments not 
backed up by any data. 
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https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Nicki.pdf


CAUTION
The Biden Administration does not believe in allowing people 
with dissenting views to be heard. They believe in censorship of 
people who are trying to spread the truth like me. They even 
have a list of people to censor. Sadly, truth is NOT considered 
“protected speech” in America.

The information in this presentation is fatal to the false 
narrative. You risk being suspended from Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, etc. if you spread links to this presentation.

Wikipedia may also post defamatory statements on your 
Wikipedia page like they did to mine. You will not be able to get 
this removed. Ever. No matter what the facts say later. They 
even laugh about it. 
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https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/18/tech/facebook-disinformation-dozen/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/18/tech/facebook-disinformation-dozen/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Kirsch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Kirsch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Steve_Kirsch
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For example...
Twitter is doing the exact opposite of 
keeping people safe. 

The are suppressing the truth and not 
allowing Robert Malone to warn people 
about the dangers of these vaccines.

Robert Malone invented the mRNA 
vaccine and they are not allowing him to 
speak.

Are we in China?

Pfizer’s own study showed 20 people who 
took the vaccine died vs. 14 people who 
didn’t take the vaccine.

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2110345


THE FDA COULD 
NOT DISPUTE 
WHAT I WROTE
I wrote a 34-page document that was 
submitted to the ACIP panel (the CDC panel 
on vaccine safety). The FDA refused to 
address any of the points and just said that 
they disagreed with what I wrote about 
VAERS without citing any evidence of a 
mistake. They ignored everything else I 
wrote like the fraud in the Phase 3 trials, the 
lack of autopsies, the fact that there were 5 
other methods that didn’t use VAERS at all 
and it found the same thing. They didn’t cite 
any evidence that their analysis was correct. 
They just made a “hand waving” assertion 
about VAERS (which was wrong). They will 
not discuss this further. They don’t want 
to hear that they made a mistake. 99

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/ACIP.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/ACIP.pdf


FDA’S STEVEN A. 
ANDERSON DOES 
NOT CARE IF YOU DIE
I saw a video of Steven A. Anderson of the 
FDA where he says he’s in charge of safety 
monitoring at the FDA for the COVID 
vaccines.

I called Dr. Anderson multiple times and sent 
him and his staff emails multiple times. I 
was ignored. I was trying to tell them we 
found safety signals that the FDA had 
missed. 

Jessica Rose is one of the world’s leading 
experts on VAERS and is a team member.

Dr. Anderson never responded. Attached is 
the latest attempt to expose the truth.
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UCSF’s Monica 
Gandhi won’t respond
When CNN calls, Monica also has time to talk 
to them. It’s all softball questions.

But when I ask her to challenge me in a 
recorded debate on whether the vaccines are 
safe, she won’t answer my emails.

Allegedly, I’m a threat to society because I 
am spreading misinformation to millions of 
people. 

If that is true, then why doesn’t Dr. Gandhi 
stop me? The most effective way to do that 
is to debate me and prove to the world I’m 
wrong. 

But you see, she can’t do that because she 
knows I’m right. That is why she won’t 
debate me. Ever. Not for all the tea in China.
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AT THE VERY LEAST...INFORMED 
CONSENT
Why not require everyone to read this “informed consent” booklet (all 106 
pages) prior to being vaccinated? At least this way, they will understand 
the risks.
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https://archive.org/details/frontline-workers-testimonies-vaers-reports-26-mar-2021/mode/2up


SUMMARY
The vaccines kill more people than they save.

Even if my calculations are wrong by 10X, they still don’t make 
sense.

Early treatment can get us to zero COVID. Pay attention to Uttar 
Pradesh vs. Kerala. We are following Kerala.

There are much more effective proven early treatments than 
they used in Uttar Pradesh, but nobody is paying any attention. 
Nobody will call George Fareed and Brian Tyson.

So we will end up like Israel instead of Uttar Pradesh. 

Because nobody in America likes to admit they were wrong.
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CONTACT
Follow stkirsch on Gab; they don’t censor truth.

I have an account on LinkedIn (use InMail).
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https://gab.com/stkirsch
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevekirsch/


FOR MORE INFO
See the Vaccine article on skirsch.io

It has links to everything, including this 
presentation (“All you need to know”).
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https://www.skirsch.io/vaccine-resources/
https://www.skirsch.io/vaccine-resources/


APPENDIX
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CORRECTIONS?
If you find an error, please post it to this link 
on Gab for everyone to see.
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https://gab.com/stkirsch/posts/107011324460583376
https://gab.com/stkirsch/posts/107011324460583376
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Early treatment is ignored
Uttar Pradesh is now COVID free because they 
embraced early treatments.

Unfortunately, in the US, the NIH says these don’t 
work despite multiple systematic reviews and meta 
analyses published in peer-reviewed journals, the 
highest level of evidence-based medicine (EBM).

The FDA ignored all this data. The vaccine is the 
only solution they will consider in their risk benefit 
analysis. NOBODY in the VRBPAC advisory 
committee said one word about early treatment in 
their meeting on Sept 17 when they approved a 
3rd dose of Pfizer for those over 65. They don’t 
believe the vaccine causes any deaths at all and 
they can’t explain any of these anecdotes.



Here’s how we compute 
the 2:1 ratio that shows the 
vaccines are nonsensical 
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V:C defined
V:C is the ratio of the the number of 
vaccine-caused deaths per million doses (V) 
relative to the projected number of COVID deaths 
that could be saved by the vaccine over a 6 month 
period per million doses (C).

A number like 2:1 means we kill 2 people for every 
COVID death we save. That’s bad.
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V:C viability
For a COVID vaccine to be viable, we need a V:C of 
1:x where x > 10, i.e., you want the risk to be 
small compared to the benefit. 

If you are saving the lives of >100,000 people, you 
don’t want to have to kill >10,000 people to have 
to do that. That would unconscionable in a civilized 
society and would be unprecedented in modern 
times, especially when we have a viable 
alternative--early treatments that work with over 
99% risk reduction that don’t have any safety 
issues.
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V:C varies by place, time, 
age
V:C depends on the vaccine type, the rate of 
COVID deaths in your community at a particular 
time, and your age. For this presentation, we’ll 
compute this as a country-wide average for the US.
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Is the vaccine safe for some 
age groups?
The vaccines may have a positive risk / benefit for 
people in a certain demographic. 

The CDC and FDA think the vaccines are perfectly safe 
and have killed no one, so they have never done this 
analysis. For example, the VRBPAC unanimously 
approved boosters for people over 65. 

None of the panel members made the risk-benefit 
calculation. They were guessing.

Were they right? No. They were dead wrong based on 
both our calculations and the real-world evidence.

Here’s what the detailed calculations showed...

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/VCage.pdf
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Pfizer is the safest of the three vaccines
In general, the three vaccines in the US work through a very similar process. 

The vaccines have an estimated death rate of close to 1 death for every 1,000 people who are 
vaxed. All of them kill more people than they are likely to save over a 6 month effectiveness period.

Pfizer is the safest, Moderna and J&J are much more dangerous (see the comparison for 
sources).

Vax type Doses delivered 
(M)

VAERS US 
deaths

D/M Deaths per fully 
vaccinated per 
M

Pfizer 218.8 3033 568 1,136

Moderna 149 3023 831 1,662

J&J 14 675 1977 1,977

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/VCage.pdf
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WATCH

https://www.projectveritas.com/news/federal-govt-whistleblower-goes-public-with-secret-recordings-government/
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WATCH

https://rumble.com/vmncez-these-patients-deserve-to-be-heard-vaers-whistleblower.html
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BEFORE <13 HOURS LATER

The tweet was 2 minutes of my public testimony at VRBPAC. After 790K views and 10K 
retweets, Twitter forced the author to remove the video clip. Twitter is endangering lives by 
blocking the truth from people. I now use Gab and encourage people to switch.


